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Quality for Investors 
The TSX is almost 17% below its February 20 high, trading at a 17.1x forward PE 
multiple. Companies within the airlines, entertainment/leisure and restaurant 
industries (not to mention energy) have all been heavily impacted and saw large stock 
price declines, severely underperforming the TSX, as these companies’ sales are more 
sensitive to confinement measures and the uncertain consumer behaviours that may 
come post-COVID. 

 We also view the recent rally as an opportunity to continue repositioning 
portfolios to withstand the potential volatility and uncertainty facing the 
markets over the coming quarters.  

 Quality traits. We list the traits that help us determine if a stock is of quality 
or not. While it’s hard to find companies that show excellence in all of these 
areas, we maintain that such attributes will likely lead a company to more 
successes going forward.  

 Portfolio positioning. When comparing a portfolio’s return relative to a 
benchmark there are two main drivers of return – selection and allocation 
effect. 

 Wide moats. Of Morningstar’s Canadian coverage of companies greater than 
$10 bln in market cap, the following names have been rated as having a wide 
economic moat: Waste Connections (WCN-CA), Enbridge (ENB-CA), Royal 
Bank of Canada (RY-CA), Toronto-Dominion Bank (TD-CA), Canadian National 
Railway (CNR-CA) and Canadian Pacific Railway (CP-CA).  

 Seeking International Quality with ETFs. The Canadian equity universe is 
packed with familiar companies and brands that many investors gravitate 
toward given that information and opinions are readily available to us. 
However, this introduces bias in the portfolio construction process, 
specifically home-country bias.  
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Quality for Investors 
The TSX is almost 17% below its February 20 high, trading at a 17.1x forward PE 
multiple. Companies within the airlines, entertainment/leisure and restaurant 
industries (not to mention energy) have all been heavily impacted and saw large stock 
price declines, severely underperforming the TSX, as these companies’ sales are more 
sensitive to confinement measures and the uncertain consumer behaviours that may 
come post-COVID. While some of these stocks may deserve to trade at a discount to 
their historical multiples amid the uncertainty, other higher quality names may not. As 
disciplined investors focused on the long term, we see this market pull back as an 
opportunity to be buying such quality companies trading at still attractive valuation 
multiples (despite the recent rally) than they were four months ago and that may 
continue to benefit in a post-COVID world. We also view the recent rally as an 
opportunity to continue repositioning portfolios to withstand the potential volatility 
and uncertainty facing the markets over the coming quarters. While we acknowledge 
that the duration of both confinement measures and their residual economic impacts 
remain up in the air, we prefer allocating capital to companies we expect to hold up 
better than peers. As such, during times of uncertainty, we like to focus on quality 
stocks as well as favouring defensive characteristics when positioning portfolios.  

Quality Traits 

Below we list the traits that help us determine if a stock is of quality or not. While it’s 
hard to find companies that show excellence in all of these areas, we maintain that 
such attributes will likely lead a company to more successes going forward.  

 Wide Moats: One of the most basic tenets of investing is finding companies 
with a moat, or a sustainable competitive advantage, that is likely to continue 
for some time. While there is no formula to find companies with a moat, such 
attributes can relate to brand, a company’s size/scale, first mover advantage, 
use of technology, patent or a lock on supply/distribution channels. In our 
Weekly Trends publication titled Minding the Moats from August 24, 2018 we 
note the five sources that we focus on to identify the presence a moat 
including: cost advantage, intangible assets, network effect, switching costs 
and efficient scale.  

 Strong Balance Sheets: While sector-relative financial leverage is always on 
top of mind when assessing quality companies, more recently we have been 
turning our attention to focusing on companies with significant amounts of 
liquidity (i.e. cash and lines of credit) as this will help companies weather any 
near-term economic weakness and cover certain costs, including dividend and 
interest payments along with any debt maturing this year.  

 Solid Fundamentals: Companies with increasing operating margins, improving 
asset turnover, higher free-cash-flow yield and that have been employing 
stock buybacks demonstrate quality traits that we appreciate.  
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Portfolio Positioning 

When comparing a portfolio’s return relative to a benchmark there are two main 
drivers of return – selection and allocation effect. Selection effect describes the 
portfolio’s performance in terms of individual stock selection. For example, if a 
portfolio was constructed using quality factor as described above it would have shown 
positive selection effect during the recent period of market volatility. The allocation 
effect moves one step higher as it illustrates the portfolio’s relative performance by 
the allocation of capital to particular sectors. For example, a portfolio that over 
weighted utilities and consumer staples, and held underweights in energy and 
consumer discretionary during the month of March would have shown positive 
allocation effect. During periods of market stress it makes sense to carry overweights 
in defensives given the sectors offer more predictable earnings and cash flows.  

 Defensive attributes. A focus on sectors/companies that hold up during 
volatile markets and during recessionary environments can improve relative 
performance. These sectors/companies have better earnings and cash flow 
visibility, and relatively stable products and customer demand. These sectors 
include consumer staples (e.g. grocers), communication services (e.g. telecos) 
and utilities (e.g. water and electricity providers). Some sub-sectors within 
highly cyclical sectors, like materials, can also offer defensive attributes. Top 
of mind would be precious metals (e.g. royalty streaming companies) which 
often benefit from the safe-haven trade in times of uncertainty.  

 Keep Cash on Hand. Another way to be defensive is simply by holding on to 
your cash. While some may experience a “fear of missing out”, higher 
allocations to cash can be viewed as giving yourself the firepower to dive back 
into the markets when the environment is less turbulent and the 
economic/health horizon is clearer. As we mentioned in other publications, 
with the amount of stimuli in the system right now (and potentially to come), 
we believe equity markets could be set up for “the mother of all bull markets” 
once the health crisis improves and the macro environment ameliorates.  

 Maintain a Barbell. While we maintain an overweight to defensive sectors, we 
also like to have exposure to quality cyclical companies to ensure exposure to 
an improvement in the economic environment; in other words we suggest a 
barbell approach. In fact, the last time we discussed applying this strategy to 
equity markets was in a two-part Trends & Ideas publication titled The Barbell 
Strategy from March 17 and April 1, 2016, a time when uncertainty had also 
reached a peak amid global growth concerns and distressed commodity 
markets.  
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Companies to Watch 

Wide Moats: Of Morningstar’s Canadian coverage of companies greater than $10 bln 
in market cap, the following names have been rated as having a wide economic moat: 
Waste Connections (WCN-CA), Enbridge (ENB-CA), Royal Bank of Canada (RY-CA), 
Toronto-Dominion Bank (TD-CA), Canadian National Railway (CNR-CA) and Canadian 
Pacific Railway (CP-CA).  

Balance Sheet Strength: We assessed the liquidity status of every company in the 
S&P/TSX Composite Index, and watched for companies that can handle interest and 
debt payments along with any maturing debt this year. We then screened for only 
companies that had better-than-sector median balance sheets and interest coverage. 
Below we list the resulting companies.  

Quality Fundamentals: We also revisit our quality screen, which incorporates back-
tested quantitative factors, mainly operating margins, asset turnover, leverage, free-
cash-flow yield, stock buybacks and EPS estimate revisions. Below, we highlight names 
that have consistently shown in the top two deciles of our screen for the past three 
months.  

From the preceding screens, we then limit to show names greater than $1 bln in 
market cap, place a check mark next to ones that are held within the RJL Guided 
Portfolios, as well as note RJ ratings and current upside to average sell-side target 
prices. While the screen on the following page shows many names in cyclical sectors 
such as energy and materials, as previously discussed, we are underweight such 
sectors at the moment. However, once we begin rotating into more cyclicals, these 
would be the names we would consider to be quality.  
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Screen – Ranked by Number of Positive Characteristics Displayed 

 

Source: FactSet, Raymond James Ltd. Priced as at May 7, 2020 

 

FactSet 

Ticker
Name Price

Market 

Cap
Sector

Wide Moat 

Rated on 

Morningstar

Quality 

Screen

BS 

Strength 

Screen

Owned in 

Guided 

Portfolios

RJ Analyst 

Rating

Avg Sell-

side Target 

Pice

Upside to 

Sell-side 

Avg TP

ATD.B-CA Alimentation Couche-Tard Inc. Class B39.62$       44,085$   Consumer Stp.    Buy 44.22$          12%

CIGI-CA Colliers International Group Inc. 70.02$       2,794$      Real Estate    Overweight 102.59$       47%

ENB-CA Enbridge Inc. 43.27$       87,626$   Energy    51.70$          19%

TD-CA Toronto-Dominion Bank 56.78$       102,772$ Financials    62.08$          9%

RY-CA Royal Bank of Canada 84.62$       120,390$ Financials    95.54$          13%

WCN-CA Waste Connections, Inc. 122.10$     32,237$   Industrials    140.90$       15%

CP-CA Canadian Pacific Railway Limited312.81$     42,427$   Industrials   Hold 330.67$       6%

NWC-CA North West Company Inc. 25.49$       1,243$      Consumer Stp.    28.00$          10%

X-CA TMX Group Ltd. 127.80$     7,190$      Financials    124.88$       -2%

KXS-CA Kinaxis, Inc. 152.39$     4,024$      Info. Tech.    147.41$       -3%

SHOP-CA Shopify, Inc. Class A 1,034.42$ 120,548$ Info. Tech.    1,082.70$    5%

WPM-CA Wheaton Precious Metals Corp 59.48$       26,656$   Materials   Overweight 56.96$          -4%

FNV-CA Franco-Nevada Corporation 201.35$     38,245$   Materials   Overweight 182.04$       -10%

LNR-CA Linamar Corporation 32.45$       2,108$      Consumer Disc.    38.02$          17%

MG-CA Magna International Inc. 51.70$       15,454$   Consumer Disc.   Hold 62.92$          22%

SAP-CA Saputo Inc. 35.06$       14,327$   Consumer Stp.    42.93$          22%

RCH-CA Richelieu Hardware Ltd 26.72$       1,504$      Industrials    26.00$          -3%

TIH-CA Toromont Industries Ltd. 64.50$       5,288$      Industrials   Overweight 70.14$          9%

WPK-CA Winpak Ltd. 44.49$       2,892$      Materials    47.26$          6%

CNR-CA Canadian National Railway Company113.91$     80,853$   Industrials  Hold 113.41$       0%

TOY-CA Spin Master Corp 17.96$       1,835$      Consumer Disc.   19.83$          10%

EMP.A-CA Empire Co. Ltd. Class A 30.88$       8,310$      Consumer Stp.   34.94$          13%

MRU-CA Metro Inc. 58.31$       14,681$   Consumer Stp.   61.33$          5%

PKI-CA Parkland Fuel Corporation 31.17$       4,626$      Energy  Buy 39.93$          28%

POW-CA Power Corporation of Canada 21.32$       15,328$   Financials   26.00$          22%

BMO-CA Bank of Montreal 67.98$       43,482$   Financials   79.08$          16%

CLS-CA Celestica Inc. 7.92$          1,022$      Info. Tech.   9.55$            21%

CSU-CA Constellation Software Inc. 1,389.45$ 29,445$   Info. Tech.  Hold 1,585.37$    14%

GOOS-CA Canada Goose Holdings, Inc. 30.93$       3,394$      Consumer Disc.   37.25$          20%

PXT-CA Parex Resources Inc. 14.48$       2,042$      Energy   22.63$          56%

TOU-CA Tourmaline Oil Corp. 13.60$       3,685$      Energy  Overweight 19.32$          42%

IMO-CA Imperial Oil Limited 20.76$       15,240$   Energy  Hold 22.03$          6%

ONEX-CA Onex Corporation 63.59$       6,299$      Financials   78.56$          24%

CM-CA Canadian Imperial Bank of Commerce82.46$       36,701$   Financials   91.14$          11%

GUD-CA Knight Therapeutics, Inc. 7.81$          1,057$      Health Care  Overweight 9.36$            20%

BAD-CA Badger Daylighting Ltd. 29.06$       1,014$      Industrials   32.25$          11%

ATA-CA ATS Automation Tooling Systems Inc.21.01$       1,935$      Industrials   22.92$          9%

RBA-CA Ritchie Bros. Auctioneers Incorporated59.42$       6,512$      Industrials  Overweight 58.53$          -2%

LSPD-CA Lightspeed POS, Inc. 26.40$       2,432$      Info. Tech.  Overweight 28.11$          6%

ENGH-CA Enghouse Systems Limited 58.00$       3,190$      Info. Tech.   53.40$          -8%

DSG-CA Descartes Systems Group Inc. 62.53$       5,262$      Info. Tech.  Hold 57.46$          -8%

WDO-CA Wesdome Gold Mines Ltd. 11.20$       1,548$      Materials   12.15$          8%

TXG-CA Torex Gold Resources Inc. 19.15$       1,638$      Materials   26.14$          37%

SSL-CA Sandstorm Gold Ltd. 11.59$       2,193$      Materials  Hold 11.15$          -4%

CG-CA Centerra Gold Inc. 12.56$       3,690$      Materials  Overweight 14.87$          18%

AGI-CA Alamos Gold Inc. 11.64$       4,548$      Materials   13.18$          13%

LUN-CA Lundin Mining Corporation 6.23$          4,578$      Materials  Hold 8.31$            33%

PAAS-CA Pan American Silver Corp. 30.44$       6,392$      Materials   35.24$          16%

TECK.B-CA Teck Resources Limited Class B 12.04$       6,394$      Materials  Overweight 18.37$          53%

BTO-CA B2Gold Corp. 7.67$          7,943$      Materials   8.88$            16%

KL-CA Kirkland Lake Gold Ltd. 58.72$       12,309$   Materials   65.90$          12%

ABX-CA Barrick Gold Corporation 37.52$       66,712$   Materials  Overweight 40.16$          7%
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Seeking International Quality with ETFs 

Where we live and work can influence the way we shop and this is especially true for 
Canadian investors. The Canadian equity universe is packed with familiar companies 
and brands that many investors gravitate toward given that information and opinions 
are readily available to us. However, this introduces bias in the portfolio construction 
process, specifically home-country bias. While the Canadian economy has been robust 
on a relative basis versus most developed market peers in recent years, Canadian 
equities represent only ~3% of the MSCI All-Country World Index. Given the relatively 
small proportion Canadian equities account for, this means a vast opportunity set of 
investable companies exists outside our borders. Furthermore, sector concentration is 
particularly prevalent in Canada. Even after the historic sell off in the energy space, 
this sector, coupled with financials and materials, represented ~55% of the overall 
S&P/TSX Composite Index at the end of April. In short, the Canadian marketplace can 
offer some attractive investment opportunities, but a portfolio can certainly benefit 
from adding some international exposure. Below we highlight three Canadian-listed 
ETFs that provide targeted exposure to quality international companies. 

Fidelity International High Quality ETF 

Launched in 2019, the fund’s rules-based strategy is designed to provide investors with 
a quantitative approach to investing in the quality factor by tracking the performance 
of a tailor-made index. The portfolio begins by constructing a universe of the top 1,000 
stocks based on factors such as liquidity and size. Stocks are then sorted within each 
sector based on a composite factor score - this is where the screening for quality comes 
into play. Each stock is given a score that is calculated based on a weighted average of 
certain quality criteria over a range of time periods, specifically free-cash-flow margin, 
stability of free cash flow, and return on invested capital. For certain industries, such 
as banking, companies may be ranked on alternative criteria such as return on equity 
and debt-to-assets ratio. The highest scoring stocks within each sector are selected to 
be included in the portfolio. A quality filter is then applied at the sector level when the 
portfolio is constructed by overweighting sectors that have recently had the highest 
return on invested capital. Consideration is also made to ensure single country 
concentration risk is mitigated.  

CI WisdomTree International Quality Dividend Growth Index ETF 

WisdomTree also utilizes a rules-based strategy that combines their belief in the 
power of dividends with quality investing. In relation to quality, they believe dividends 
provide an objective measure of a company’s health that is independent of accounting 
schemes and management’s judgement. The fund first employs a quality screen by 
focusing on ROE as a signal for dividend growth strength and ROA to mitigate against 
any high levered companies that might appear attractive from a pure ROE perspective. 
A screen is also done on earnings growth, particularly looking at a company’s medium-
term estimates for earnings growth. After confirming that earnings can cover dividend 
payments, portfolio constituents are then weighted by the dollar amount of their 
dividends. The result is a unique portfolio that may look much different than the MSCI 
EAFE Index. 

iShares Core MSCI Global Quality Dividend Index ETF 

iShares’ passive strategy uses dividend and quality criteria to screen the MSCI World 
index to build its portfolio. The fund employs four screens; the first two are focused 
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on dividend health by screening out companies with poor dividend growth and 
dividend sustainability metrics. To avoid value traps, the fund screens out stocks that 
have been recent underperformers, specifically by removing a portion of securities 
with negative 1-year price performance. For the quality screen, the fund removes any 
companies that score poorly relative to peers on quality metrics, specifically ROE, 
earnings variability and debt to equity. Ultimately, the goal here is to exclude stocks 
with potentially deteriorating fundamentals that could be forced to cut or reduce 
dividends. Finally, only securities with at least a 1.3x dividend yield versus the parent 
index are included, resulting in a portfolio with lower earnings multiples and higher 
dividend yield. In order to remove any single-security risk the fund caps constituent 
weights at 5%. 

  

Name Symbol Currency Exposure 
Management 

Fee 
RJL Risk Rating 

Fidelity International High Quality ETF FCIQ Non-Hedged 0.45% Medium 

CI WisdomTree International Quality Dividend 
Growth Index ETF 

IQD Hedged 0.58% Medium 

IQD.B Non-Hedged 0.58% Medium 

DQI Variably Hedged 0.63% Medium 

iShares Core MSCI Global Quality Dividend 
Index ETF 

XDGH Hedged 0.20% Medium 

XDG Non-Hedged 0.20% Medium 

XDG.U U.S. Dollar 0.20% Medium 

Source: Raymond James Ltd., Fund Company Documents 
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Important Investor Disclosures 

Complete disclosures for companies covered by Raymond James can be viewed at: 
https://raymondjames.bluematrix.com/sellside/Disclosures.action 

This newsletter is prepared by the Private Client Services team (PCS) of Raymond James Ltd. (RJL) for distribution to RJL’s retail clients. It is not a 
product of the Research Department of RJL. 

All opinions and recommendations reflect the judgement of the author at this date and are subject to change. The author’s recommendations may 
be based on technical analysis and may or may not take into account information contained in fundamental research reports published by RJL or its 
affiliates. Information is from sources believed to be reliable but accuracy cannot be guaranteed. It is for informational purposes only. It is not meant 
to provide legal or tax advice; as each situation is different, individuals should seek advice based on their circumstances. Nor is it an offer to sell or 
the solicitation of an offer to buy any securities. It is intended for distribution only in those jurisdictions where RJL is registered. RJL, its officers, 
directors, agents, employees and families may from time to time hold long or short positions in the securities mentioned herein and may engage in 
transactions contrary to the conclusions in this newsletter. RJL may perform investment banking or other services for, or solicit investment banking 
business from, any company mentioned in this newsletter. Securities offered through Raymond James Ltd., Member-Canadian Investor Protection 
Fund. Financial planning and insurance offered through Raymond James Financial Planning Ltd., not a Member-Canadian Investor Protection Fund.  

Commissions, trailing commissions, management fees and expenses all may be associated with mutual funds. Please read the prospectus before 
investing. Mutual funds are not guaranteed, their values change frequently and past performance may not be repeated.  The results presented should 
not and cannot be viewed as an indicator of future performance. Individual results will vary and transaction costs relating to investing in these stocks 
will affect overall performance. 

Information regarding High, Medium, and Low risk securities is available from your Financial Advisor. 

RJL is a member of Canadian Investor Protection Fund. ©2020 Raymond James Ltd. 

https://raymondjames.bluematrix.com/sellside/Disclosures.action

